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Baliles: Discusses views
concerning campus issues
By Bill Goodykoontz
news editor
Virginia's Attorney General, a
candidate for the Democratic gubernatorial slot, said Saturday he thinks
the federal government shouldn't
decide whether or not a state raises the
drinking age to 21, but now doesn't see
any way around it.
"I resent the intrusion of the federal
government into what should be state
concerns," said^erry Baliles.
Since Congress has already taken
action to cut funds to states that don't
have a drinking age of 21 it has "put
states in the position where they have
no choice" but to raise the drinking
age
Baliles, in the area for receptions and
interviews, said the age would have to
be raised "this year or next year at the
latest."
Enforcing the increased drinking age
on college campuses could present a
problem, Baliles said.
"Enforcement is basically a local
matter. It's traditionally been tough for
college and university towns."
He said the first line of enforcement

Attorney General Jerry Baliles was In Harrisonburg Saturday.

is the checking of identification when
alcoholic beverages are bought.
"The means (of enforcement) won't
change. It will simply be a higher age."
Baliles also talked about education,
which he sees as a "foundation for a
New Dominion."
"Education is a lifelong process. It
doesn't end with the attainment of a
high school diploma or a college
degree," he said.
"Education is the foundation for
economic development."
To further education in Virginia, he
lists as one of his priorities the
establishment
of
a
statewide
elementary guidance program to give
aid to young students who need it
"Where programs have been
established, improvement has been
seen. It's saved that kid from juvenile
delinquency," which could cost the
state $20,000 if ho is incarcerated, he
/
said.
"
Earmarking of state funds to increase salaries of both secondary and
college teachers is another priority,
Baliles said. "I have some understanding of the college system"
see Baliles page 2

Campus radio station tops SGA plans this semester
By Hala Irabi
staff writer
Establishing a student oriented radio
station will be one of the main goals of
the Student Goverment Assocation this
semester.
"We will establish an SGA subcommittee to implement the station,"
said Dan Riordan, SGA president. "It
will be an FM station run for and by
students. Hopefully it will go on the air
next year.
"This will be a busy semester," he
said. "There are a lot of things to be
done."
There are several main projects that
the SGA hopes to look at:
Computerizing the SGA booksale and
moving it to the new Phillips Center by
fall of 1985. "The computer will keep
track of the books we get in and get
sold. It will make the booksale more

adison
music

efficient," Riordan said.
A quiet atmosphere in the library will
still be worked on, as well as extending
library hours. "There is a good chance
that will take place this semester," he
said.
A weekly JMU magazine that would
bring in about 10 campus newsletters
and put them in one source. "It would
be easy for students to find out what's
going on in every aspect of their life,"
Riordan said.
Delaying the 1986 graduation a few
days. "Pushing graduation back would
allow students time to relax after
exams," he said.
Establishing four student-faculty
forums, one for each school. "This
would get students more involved with
faculty. Hopefully, it will take place in
February and will improve communications between students and
faculty," he said.

JMU crowd applauds George Thorogood
in concert Thursday night, especially when
he sang school name in song,

12

Finally, computerizing the SGA
office. "A microcomputer could help us
tremendously. We will be more efficient," he said.
Riordan said he was satisfied with
the work accomplished by the SGA last
semester.
Some of the accomplishments of the
SGA last semester included relocating
the typing room to a bigger room in
Carrier Library, increasing the Student
Emergency Loan maximum limit to
$100, establishing the Christmas tree
lighting ceremony as an annual event
and establishing a Voter Registration
Awareness week.
The SGA will be looking at ways to
get students more involved in their
halls and in the SGA.
"We want to increase student
awareness and interest in the SGA,"
Riordan said. "Then we'll become
more responsive to student need.
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< Men's basketball team struggles through losing
season while the women's team pull its best record
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Baliles

continued from page l
from working with educators. "I think
I'll work well with them," he said.
"Budget priorities are important.
The establishment of those is a function
of government," Baliles said. ^%
education is one of your priorities, it
becomes reflected in your budget and
you work for funding at all levels. I
think it's critical for the future."
Baliles currently is trying to secure
the Democratic nomination for
governor. His main rival is Democratic
Lt. Gov. Dick Davis, whose electability
has been questioned by Baliles
"I think if the Democratic party
wants to win in '85, it has to offer a
candidate who is electable," he said. It
is necessary to nominate a candidate
who can "reach out and get
Republicans and Independents. I think
I can do that better than my opponent."
But Baliles said he doesn't think the
race for the nomination will hurt the
Democratic party. "Competition is
healthy in a party," he said.
Baliles dismissed talk of whether or
not State Sen. L. Douglas Wilder, who is
Mack and the only Democratic can-

didate for lieutenant governor so far,
would hurt the ticket in a state as
conservative as Virginia. "I'm involved in my own campaign. I'm not .
involved in ticket making or ticket
breaking," he said.
"The only race that matters is the
one we're going to run and win this
year."
Baliles, who already has the endorsement of more than 100 past and
present local Democratic Chairs and
300 Democratic Party and community
leaders, also has the support of sue of
Virginia's 10 District Democratic
Chairs,
His finance efforts have raised approximately 1500,000. "I'm pleased
with the progress and I'm confident
we'll succeed," he said. However, he
said he isn't satisfied. "You're never
satisfied. You just keep working."
Baliles said he is optimistic about his
chances of winning. "The experience is
there, the committment is there, the
energy is there - I believe the support
is there," he said.
"I've never lost an election - I don't
intend to start now."

Please excuse the appearance of The Breeie.
Due to equipment malfunction we have had to use two different sets
of type for this issue. Hopefully we will have all problems taken care of
and things will be back to normal by Thursday's issue.
Thank you.

The Breeze
will be accepting applications for
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Spring Semester Programs
Counseling and Student Development
Center

Study Skills and Learning Assessment v
Eating and Self-image Group
Alternate Lifestyle Group
Assertion Training
Awareness Group
Career Decision Making Group
Walk-in Time (3-5 p.m., Monday - Thursday, No Appointment Needed.)
For information about these and our other services,
please call or visit the center. 200 Alumnae Hall phone: 6552
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A new year and a new semester offer some fresh resolve to
accomplish tasks thatr somehow never got finished.
Whether or not you made New Year's resolutions, promise
yourself to eat out often in 1985 at Heritage Family
Restaurant. A test you aced, an evening with someone
special, the completion of a major project-these and other
important times can be made even more special and
memorable over a delicious meal in Heritage's pleasant surroundings. Or treat yourself to celebrate the achievement of
a goal. The Heritage will help you make the most of theose
magic moments that the new year has in store.
That's a promise.
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Sawhill director has many duties

J

Curator, gallery director, teacher
and student supervisor are among the
rolls undertaken by the director of
Sawhill Gallery and the JMU Fine Arts
Collection.
In addition to the responsibilities of
overseeing the gallery and collection,
Stuart Downs teaches "Introduction to
Museum
Work" and supervises
student interns in museum work.
Although an array of activities
requires his attention, Downs' primary
concerns are focused on Sawhill
Gallery and the Fine Arts Collection.
"This is what I love to do," he said
about directing the gallery.
He said a combination of skills is
necessary to manage a gallery.
Abilities in administration, exhibition
design and public relations are used to
develop an exhibition schedule, to bring
shows to the gallery and to set up
displays.
"The purpose of exhibition design is
to be creative, complement the art and
provide its best setting, so that it gently
leads viewers through the exhibit,"
Downs said.
Displaying 12 or more shows a year in
one
gallery
space
requires
organization, timing and dealing with
numerous last-minute details.
Often within a two-day period, an
outgoing exhibit must be disassembled,
packed and arrangements made for
shipping and an incoming exhibit must
be unpacked, assembled, designed and
labeled. At the same time, publicity
must be handled, support services,
such as audiovisual equipment must be
arranged and a work crew, which is
usually comprised of students, must be
scheduled.
"In museums, normally three to six
months are taken for changing
exhibits," Downs said. "Often we don't
even see the pieces until they are unpacked and don't know until then what
will be necessary for the exhibit. Yes, it
is challenging."
JMU established a formal fine arts
collection in 1977, following the
donation of art by former faculty

Sawhill Gallery director Stuart Downs stands with tapestries currently on display.
member Dr. John Sawhill, who taught
foreign languages for 30 years.
Downs supervises the collection and
sees his job as "more of a curatorial
position."
His work involves inventory of the
collection, creation of a storage system
that provides information on and
retrieval of each object and creation of
policy and procedures for the collection.
"Policy determines the purpose of
the collection, what is collected and the
manner in which it is collected," Downs
said. "It involves a fair amount of

philosophical policy and the creation of
certain forms to establish a frameowrk
upon which the collecion can be built."
Procedures must be created to
organize information about the
collection which can be utilizd by
others. This requires the establishment
of a numbering system for all artwajk,
placement of a number on each item
and preparation of documents that
supply information about the artist,
title, cutural background,
measurements and history of each
item.
The collection consists of more than

Staff photo oy Steve Eaton

1,750 art objects.
Currently, members of the university
community are seeking an appropriate
storage situation for the art Information has been drafted on the
collection and the need for a museum
visual arts center to house the
collection and provide exhibition space
under professional museum conditions.
Another aspect of his work at JMI.
involves teaching and supervising
student interns. Downs teaches "In
troduction to Museum Work" each
semester and is currently supervising
nine student interns in museum work

Painting program accredited
The JMU master of fine arts program in painting has
been granted final approval for listing with the Natioal
Association of Schools of Art and Design.
The NASAD Commission on Accreditation recently
notified the JMU art department of its approval.

Art Department Head Jay Cain

The MFA program at JMU, with seven areas of
concentration, was instituted in 1980 and was accredited by NASAD in the spring of 1981.
In order to obtain final approval for listing with the
association, each concentration area must have two
graduates. This requirement "is validation of the
program by the quality of students to have gone
through the program," said Dr. Jay Kain, a JMU
professor and head of the art department.
"Accreditation by NASAD is an indication of the
quality of the program, specifically the caliber of
personnel on the art faculty and the content of the
course material," Kain said.

"Accreditation helps verify to student and parents
that the instruction, facilities, supplies and equipment
are available to the student for pursuing a professional
career in the visual arts."
Approximately 117 art schools, colleges and
universities are members of NASAD.
The MFA degree is a 60-hour program with a concentration in one of the following seven areas:
sculpture, ceramics, photography, drawing-painting,
printmaking, weaving and textiles, and metal and
jewelry.
Since the MFA degree was first implemented, seven
individuals have obtained MFA degrees in differing
concentrations, Kain said. Currently 16 graduate
students are acthrely involved in the MFA program.
The JMU art department wil be revisited by an
evaluation team from NASAD in 1985-86.
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Your Convenience Store on Campus
Located At Entrances 4 and 5, Gibbon's Dining Hall
Open 9:00 AM to 9:00 PM, Monday- Friday
OVER 300 ITEMS TO SERVE YOUR NEEDS
Cash, Checks or Food from Home Contracts Accepted
Sugar
Bubble Yum (Reg,, Sugar Free) fab
Sweet 'n Low
Beechnut Gum
Clorox
Equal Sweetener
Assorted 3 and 5 Candies
Clorox 2
Peanut Butter
Snickers Bars
Spray *N Wash
Cigarettes
Jelly
Tootsic Rolls
Wisk
Instant Coffee
Bic Lights
Hershey Bar
Spray Starch
Coffee Creamer
Rim
Nestle Crunch Bar
WooHte
Hot Cocoa Mix
Flash Cubes
Peppermint Patty
Spic & Span
USA TODAY Newspaper
Tea Bags
Summit
Mop & Glo
Instant Breakfast Mix
WASHINGTON POST
Butter finger
Glass Plus
Baby Ruth
Cereal
Magazines
Comet Cleanser
Twix
Best Seller Paperback Books
Milk
Paper towels
Tropicana Apple Juice
Cough Drops
5th Avenue
Pledge
Old Spice Deodorant
KitKat
Tropicana Orange Juice
Quaker State Oil
Almond Joy
Tropicana Grapefruit Juice
Arrid Extra Dry
Transmission Fluid
Mennen Speed Stick
Mounds Bar
Cranberry Juice
Gas Treatment
Sure Anti Perspirant
Milky Way
Cranapplc Juice
Windshield De-icer
Ban Roll On
Mars Bar
Tomato Juice
Beef Stew
Right Guard
3 Musketeer
MSJ Grape Juice
Spaghettios
Cadbury Bar
Secret
Beeforoni
Hi-C Orange Drink
Midol
Reese's Peanut Butter Cup
Hi-C Grape Drink
Potted Meat
Pamprin
Sugar Babies
Hi-C Fruit Drink
Vienna Sausages
Summer's Eve
MAM Candies
Chilli
Gatorade Orange
Massengill
Cracker Jacks
Spam
Gatorade Lemon-Lime
Tampax
Pretzels
Tuna Fish
Applesauce
OB Tampons
Nacho Corn Chips
Sardines
Fruit Cocktail
New Freedom Maxi Pads
Doritos Chips
Manwich
Pineapple
Stayfree Maxi Pad
Snack Crackers
Hamburger Helper
Peaches
Noxzema Cream
Ice Cream
Kraft Macaroni & Cheese
Scalloped Potato Mix
Vaseline Intensive Care Lotion Slim Jims
Dinners
Instant Mashed Potatoes
Beef Jerky
Bactine Spray
Spaghetti Dinners
Lima Beans
Oreo Cookies
Band-Aids
Pepperoni Pizza Mix
Green Beans
Chip Ahoy Cookies
Noxzema Shave Cream
Cheese Pizzi Mix
Sweet Peas
Nilla Wagers
Foamy Shave Cream
Nabisco Saltines
Corn
Colgate Shave Cream
Animal Crackers
Betty Crocker Cake Mix
Campbell Pork & Beans
Cheese Nips
Edge Shave Cream
Duncan Hines Cookie Mix
Crisco
Mennen Skin Bracer
Cheese Tid-Bits
Betty Crocker Snakin Cake CriscoOil
Nail Polish Remover
Ritz Crackers
Duncan Hines Brownie Mix Margarine
Shoe Polish
Easy Cheese Spread
Blueberry Muffin Mix
Bagged Candy
Shoe Laces
Doo Dads
Nestle Chocolate Chips
Roasted Peanuts
Bic Razors
Fig Newtons
Betty Crocker Frosting Mix Color Bubble 3 Gum
Gillette Razors
Almost Home Cookies
Jello Instant Pudding
Boston Baked Beans
Toothbrushes
Toastettes Blueberry
Hersey Chocolate Syrup
Hot Sausages
Toothpaste
Toastettes Strawberry
Baker Coconut
Flex Shampoo
Contact
Qtips
Handi Wipes
Agree Shampoo
Coricidin D
Can Openers
Trash Bags
Agree Conditioner
Bottle jOpeners
Head & Chest Cold Medicine
Batteries
Silkience Shampoo
Cork Screw
Comtrex
Chez *n Crackers
Silkience Conditioner
Bufferin
Extension Cords
Toastettes Cherry
Suave Conditioner
Locks
Sinutab
Pepperidge Farm Cookies
Flex Conditioner
Sine-Aid
Ice Scrapers
Pepperidge Farm Crackers
Final Net Hair Spray
Tylenol
Potato Chips ^
Pepperidge Farm Goldfish
VO 5 Hair Spray
Dristan
Wrigley Gum
Krispy Krone Pies A Cakes
Miss Breck Hair Spray
Excedrin
Carefree Gum
Hostess Cakes & Doughnuts Hair Brushes
Trident Gum
Bayer Asperin
Tastykake Pies & Cakes
Safety Pins
Anacin
Chewels
Combo Cheese Snacks
Straight Pins
Blistex
Freshen-up Gum
Tang
'•
Scissors
Sucrets
Dentyne Gum
Kool Aid
Sewing Needles
Kraft French Dressing
Mushrooms
Country Time Lemonade Mix Thread
Kraft Italian Dressing
V-8 Juice
Kraft Miracle Whip
Playing Cards
Coke
Pepsi
Skoal
Copenhagen

/•

Listerine Lozenges
Nyquil

Vicks Formula 44 D
Vicks Vapo-Rub
Scope Mouthwash
Signal Mouthwash
Listermint

Listerine
Contact Lense Cleaner
Visine
Clear Eye Drops
Oxy5
Clearsil

Aspergum .
Afrin Nasal Spray
Vicks Nasal Spray
Pepto Bismol
Kaopectate
Preparation H
Digel
Maalox Plus Tablets
Turns
Vivarin
NoDoz
Vaseline Jelly
Rubbing Alcohol
Ben-Gay Ointment
Mentholatum Deep Heat
Absorbine Jr.
Kleenex Tissues
Pert Shampoo
Suave Shampoo
Johnson Baby Shampoo
Head & Shoulders
Prell
Vidai Sassoon
Super Glue
3-in-One Oil

Light Bulbs
Sponges
Matches
Cheer
Tide
Hand & Bath Soap
Paper Plates, Bowls,
and Napkins
Plastic Cutlery
Toothpicks
Birthday Candles
Cheese Whiz
Kraft Onion Dip
Eggs
Sour Cream
Mustard
Ketchup
Barbeque Sauce
Worcestershire Sauce
Steak Sauce
Tomato Paste

,
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Two students
struck by car
while walking
Two JMU students were injured
early Dec. 7 when they were struck
by a car while crossing the S. Main

Street and Cantrcll Avenue intersection.
Beatrice E. Cueto, 21, of McLean,
suffered head injuries and lacerations. She was transfered from
Rockingham Memorial Hospital to
the University of Virginia Medical
Center at 4:30 a.m.
Irene M. Mahoney, 21, of
Southhampton, N.Y., was treated at
Rockingham for fractures and cuts

Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
commissioning program. You could start planning on a career
like the men in this ad have. And also have some great
advantages like
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year
■ As a freshman or sophomore,
you could complete your basic training during two six-week summer
sessions and earn more than $1100
during each session

and was released Dec. 10, a hospital
spokesman said.
According to Harrisonburg
police, LeAnn Katherine Atkins, 22,
of Rt. 5, Harrisonburg, was driving
west on Cantrell Avenue when the
students stepped in front of her car
at 1:45 a.m.
No charges have been filed, police
said.

■Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week
summer session
■ You can take free civilian flying lessons
■ You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps
undergraduate officer comrnissjoning program. You could
start off making more
than $17,000 a year.
W6re looking fora tewgoodmen.

Want to move
up quickly?

Alcohol awareness
is sponsored
"Let's be careful out there" is the
theme for alcohol education week at
JMU, being held Jan. 23 — 28.
The purpose of the week is to increase alcohol awareness and to promote responsible use of alcohol oh
campus.
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in GraftonStovall Theater, Ed Kunec will speak
about his son's death, which was
caused by a drunk driver. Kunec's
son was a JMU student.
Thursday from noon to 1:30 p.m.
David Rood, director of the
Rockingham-Harrisonburg Alcohol
Safety Action Program and Suzanne
Straub, director of student activities,
will lead a discussion for faculty advisers on liabilities at alcohol-related
functions. This will be held in Room
E of the Warren Campus Center.
Drink Right Night will be held Friday in the ballroom of the Warren
Campus Center from 8 p.m. to midnight. There will be stations open to
test the effect of alcohol. Food will
be available and music will be provided by Flashback.
On Monday, Jan. 28, a panel of
university and community professionals will discuss the implications
of raising the drinking age to 21. A
question-and-answer session will
follow the discussion, which will
begin at 8 p.m. in the ballroom.
In addition to these events, there
will be an information center all
week at the Warren Campus Center,
a poster campaign throughout the
campus, alcohol videotapes in the
WCC lobby, food specials at local
restaurants and programs in
residence halls.
Alcohol Education Week is sponsored by the Division of Student Affairs, Inter fraternity Council,
Panhellic Council, Interhall Council
and Food Service.

Employees honored

r
For more information, see Capt. Barile on campus
January 22-24 or call him collect at 703-982-6070.

Eight Food Service employees
were recognized for their years of
service to JMU at an awards luncheon Dec. 19.
The luncheon, hosted by the
University Personnel Office, was
held at Chandler Hall.
The Food Service employees who
received awards this year were:
• 20 years — Helen Washington,
production supervisor.
• 15 years — Josephine Madden,
salad room worker; Eva Miller,
sanitation worker; Carol Rpse,
supervisor.
• 5 years — Anna Hill, Business
Office identification systems clerk;
Wilda Kline, cook at Duke's Grill;
Hank Moody, Contract Dining
Director; George Reffett, vending
route serviceman.
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CONGRATULATIONS!
lb the winners of the Fall 1984 Ford Bronco II Volleyball Classic

Women

Men
SPIKERS

3rd FLOOR
GIRLS

Richard Swan
Chris Dunn
Donald-Good
Geoff Bluckara
Jeff Gerhart
Shawn Isaac
Scott Bartley
Nick Kokulis
Torrv Gostomski

Sir/ie Adam
Terrie Hart
Maria Evans
,Sue Gaskill
Anne Gervinski
Alisa Harris
Teresa Muncv
Marv Mosbrook

Co-Ree
BAR OPEN
Gregg Downer
Sean Collender
Mark Griffin
Ken Colcombe
Kim Reese
Karen Reese
Sharon Svlvia

INTRf.MURf.LS
Ford congratulates all the winners and participants of this semesters
Bronco II Volleyball Classic. We offer our thanks and appreciation to the
campus Intramural/Recreational Sports Departments who helped the
Ford Motor Company bring you this special event.

(pub»»Ot Intramural Dept. co-sponsor in this area)

Official Vehicle of ihe l'.S. Volleyball Association

FORD BRONCO II and the 1984 U.S. Volleyball
learn... A Golden Performance!
Ford congratulates the U.S. Men's Volleyball Team
on winning the Olympic Gold Medal.
As their proud sponsor, Ford Divisipn salutes the
U.S. Men s Volleyball Team for its gold-medal performance in the XXIII Olympics at Los Angeles.
To go all the way to the XXIII Olympiad, you need
raW
. •?•?' iw!eS,S; dcdication> ^d years of hard
work. 1 he U.S. Volleyball Team displayed them
all, and we applaud their achievement.

"Cot off to a great start with Fora"
«*T
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newsfile
Art department
raises money
.for scholarships
The art department raised $3,102
at its Second Annual JMU Art
Scholarship Auction held recently in
Sawhill Gallery.
A portion of the proceeds will be
awarded as scholarship money to
JMU art students. The remainder
will be invested in an interest-earning

art scholarship account with the
JMU Foundation.
Scholarship recipients will be
determined in spring 1985 and will
be announced at JMU's Honors
Day.
"We collected $300 more than last
year's auction, over 100 additional
pieces were donated for sale and the
turnout was as large or larger than
last year," said Jack McCaslin,
associate professor of art and chairman of the Art Scholarship Auction
Committee.
McCaslin said because the event
was successful and said the JMU art

department "definetely will repeat
the auction again next fall."
More than 200 people attended the
auction. Approximately 120 bidders
vied for 280 items donated by art
students, art faculty, former
graduates and friends of the JMU
art department.
Items auctioned included a variety
of media, art-related services and a
number of art books donated by
area merchants.
Auctioneers were members of the
JMU art faculty. Members of Kappa
Pi, the art honorary society, donated
and served refreshments.

SPRING BREAK MARCH 8-17

"We want to thank those people
who contributed their time and effort, donated art, attended the auction and bid on the artwork," McCaslin said. "We were happy to have
them involved."

Student programs
receive awards
JMU student-produced programs
won the top two awards in a recent
competition sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Rho, a national broadcasting
society.
The awards were presented for
radio and television programs as
part of the second annual East Central Region Student Production
Competition.
Ten colleges from a five-state area
and Washington, D.C., entered the
competition.
"Insight," a weekly radio program aired on WMRA-FM and
focusing on the people who comprise
the artistic community of the
Shenandoa Valley, won the society's
top award in the audio information
category.
"JMU Today," a 30-minute
weekly news, sports and public affairs program aired through Harrisonburg's cable television system,
was named the top entry in the video
competition.
"Insight" is hosted by JMU student David Moskowitz. The program is produced under the direction
of WMRA programming director Ed
Subkis.
"JMU Today" is produced entirely by students. Denise Shields is executive producer, R.J. Fletcher
director and Scott Brinson and Ron
Burke anchors. All are members of
the JMU chapter of Alpha Epsilon
Rho.
"JMU Today" is produced under
the direction of Robert Starr of the
JMU Television Film Center, headed
by Dr. David Holdridge.
Competition winners received
cash awards and certificates. The
competition was judged by the
Alpha Epsilon Rho chapter at Norfolk State University.
Jim Miakimen, station manager at,
WMRA, is regional director of
Alpha Epsilon Rho.

Got a newstip?
CONTACT:

U.P.B. OFFICE

Phone 6217 or 568-6217
NOTE:

OPTIONAL TRANSPORTATION IS HOW
AVAILABLE!

LIMITED SPACE! SIGN UP TODAY!

Call x 6127
■"•v
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PUT US TO THE TEST!
LSATGMATBRE

WI10MI MED BOARDS
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FLEX NDBNPB
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SPEED READMC
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-Spring classes
now forming
979-3001

EDUCATIONAL
COTTER
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local ad at
1928 Afflngton Btvd.
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GrJWE
again this winter
and save another life.

The sick and injured in
our hospitals can be helped
.*u l? nealth ^is winter
with the aid of 800 blood
Honors every day.
This is why patients need
the type who'll give again in
every season.
Please make an appointment with Red Crosstogive
again this winter.
'•only takes an hour to
come to someone* rescue.
♦ American Rad Cross
Blood Service
Washington Region

Beabbod donor, teagpodfedin^
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► ATTENTION*
Shalimar Imports has changed location to:
82 South Main St.
Southard Sounds and Shalimar Imports have combined both businesses in the
same building

Call 6127

Shalimar Specials
Moving Sale
We still have many items left at our old location:
— 39 East Market St.
NO PRICES OVER $10.00
WRAP SKIRTS
$2.50
GAUZE BLOUSES
$2.50
INDIA DRESSES
$8.00
BLOUSES
$5.00 to $10.00
We even have a $1.00 bin

*

Southard Sounds Specials
All $8.98 List LP's and Cassettes $6.49
TDK SA-90 2-Pack $4.99
Thursday: Trade-in-Day, 5 Old Albums for 1 New

434-1770

Want to
write news
(or the
Breeze?

Store Hours:
Mon-Thurs 10:00-6:00
Fri 10:00-8:00
Sat 10:00-5:00

WMRA
raises
$16,575
JMU public radio station WMRA-FM
netted $16,575 in pledges during the
"Fund-Raiser '84" campaign held in
November.
"We are very pleased with this year's
fund-raising effort," said Jane Cain,
WMRA development director. "This is
the second-largest amount ever raised
and the number of pledges and the
average amount of each pledge are
up."
The total amount pledged does not
include funds from corporate matching
gift programs.
Of the 398 pledges obtained during the
fund-raiser, 151 were from new
members.
The money raised will be used for
programing costs and program-related
activities.
Despite the success of the fundraising drive, Cain said budget cuts
imposed on the station "have been so
great we will probably have to restrict
some activities."

Need Financial Aid?
Now Is The Time To Apply For Financial Aid For 1985-1966
Students seeking assistance and / or employment (except Food Service,
Residence Halls and Security) should obtain applications NOW from the
Financial Aid Office In Hoffman Hall.
DEADLINE MARCH 1,1986
FAF's should be mailed to Princeton, N.J. No later than early in the first
week of February.
,

■■ '■

■

"■
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We hope you never
need an abortion Bui
we know that lor some
women complex
personal circumstances
make abortion the
best choice

GWE
Be ablood donor.
B£ a good feeling.

v

#^

Call us for information; confidentially
ot course If needed you may call collect

American Red Cross
Blood Services
Washington Region

Magerstown Reproductive
Health Services
Hagerstown. MD 21740
{301)733 2400

.1

$b*Z

We olter Hrst trimester
abortion services because
we believe that a woman
'
faced wilh an unintended
pregnancy should have a lull
range of options available to her

y

HAIRSTYLING

n

54 South Main St., Harrisonburg
(Downtown Court Square)

S #otj£°/j
.¥* Sure

\
%

TIO^JESERVOin

P

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL!

10 visits $20, 20 visits $35
tOnly UVB ray will protect against SUNBURN
LA

m
LAUDE *DALE

Protect Your Body and Tan
With The Best Systems Available
Both UVA rays and UVB rays

THE ISLANDS

AN ROTC SCHOLARSHIP WILL
TAKE CARE OF TUITION
WHILE YOU TAKE CARE OF BUSINESS.

PERM SPECIAL
2f
WF USE & SELL

'50

Regular From
$35.00 ■*

(AND UP)

NOW THRU JAN. 26
Shelley Mullen, Lois Kiser
Jeannie Finch and Elaine Shenk

Call 433-8600
Products sold exclusively in professional beauty salons.
The way to achieve beautiful, more healthy looking hair.

Dinner
for 2 Only
$8.29
CHOOSE FROM:
FISH AND CHIPS DINNER
LIVER AND ONIONS DINNER
HALF O' POUND DINNER
SPAGHETTI DINNER
Mix or match dinner for two at
Shoney's. All dinners include our
famous Soup. Salad and fruit Bar.
Share dinner with a friend today.

SHOTS

Applications still being taken for two aid three year scholarships.

Dinner "feMe.

Rt. 33 E and 1-81 • Harrisonburg •

J

Coming up with good grades is a job in itself. It's even harder if
you have to worry about coming up with tuition too. Army ROTC
can lighten that load. We've got scholarships that pay tuition, required fees and an amount for books and supplies. Plus, pay up to
$1,000 each year they're in effect.
What if you don't receive one? ROTC can still help- with financial assistance— up to $1,000 a year for your last two years in the
program.
So check out a way to keep your mind on the books not on the
bucks. Find out more by contacting your Army ROTC Professor of
Military Science.

434-2626

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN K.

CONTACT:C«pt«ln Kentch
Stadium Building, Room F208
Phono: 5684355,8 a.m.-5 p.m.. MWF
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PREGNANT?
Free Confidential Help
Free Pregnancy Teat

ALPHA

^^ Electronics
TV, Stereo, Electronic
Repelr
1824 B.S. Main St.
(next to Budget Print)

434-4373

BIRTHRIGHT
434-0003

Mon.Frl. 10-6
Sat. 10-1
We Pick-Up and Deliver

HoVuAU!

The fact it, good ideas don'i cars
«rho hava Iham Wn»t good ideas
do can about la who iKognirn

s

Kgr
DELIVERS

\

Mty

or wh

n you r# WM,n ,n# booh

SUf^lS H
*
'
«
» «»ho 111h hour... o> whan the
kids are starving and want to aat right this minute... No problem!

aShoS^fintlST"'C""' "* ^^ *° m,nutM' B*' fcMh-

$1.00 IK

fW. »'nr IMI.T.
E«p.r.. lliUH

ho1

<W'ctous

MENU
Ml Pizzas Include Our
Special B»end of Sauce
and 100% Real Cheese
Our Superb Cheese
P«al2 4 16'
Additional Hems
Pepperom. sausage, ground
beef. ham. black and green
olives, mushrooms, green pep
pets, onions hot pepper rings
double cheese and e«tra truck
crust.
Bottles of Coke Available

$1.50

tl SOottiny 1("
Hen er mere piin
One coupon pec ptm
r».i. ► «■>• Ik 11%. r>
Eiqwet: 2/2M5

%

Slews Hours
11 AM-1 AMSun Thurs
11 AM-2 AMFn a Sat
Limited Delivery Area
'1984 Domimo's Pizza. Inc
Our drivers carry less than
$20 00
Prices do not include
applicable sales lax

Call US:
433-2300
433-3111
31 Miller Click?

Lunch
Special!

On* *^ ■* . -ivm M/et
J-Ml IWU bn*T ■*, O* Cosr
ro» >S 4*pn, tie *hm
■>t(|i-tfdi»i-i».. t'M ' t AM
urn* 4PM
A HM.on.il irrms t.m ft*'
w**ed jt .*oj<ioii.n MMI
On*» coupon pet p./.*.,

r—trr— 0 ■■■«.,

22 Tern Or

DOMIINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS '"
FREE.

For participation kit. contact thi»
college newspaper olllca. or call
toll-!ree ffOO) 2SS4M03. There am
no entry lees

Sponsored Dy

Whan cooking's the last thing you fool Ilka doing... or whan the gang drops by tor an
]

Your chance for recognition la the
National College Nawspapar Ci»
• Ihra Advertising Competition.
Firat prlta - S2.500
cash
scholarWilp

x&

T*«e COLLEOC NMtftfW
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Arts & People
Thorogood sings Madison blues
Article and photos
By Stephen Jaffe

I

He proved the state of Delaware should be known for
more than Du Pont to a near-capacity crowd at Godwin
Hall Thursday night.
George Thorogood yelled at the opening of his act,
"There are two kinds of music, crummy and blues,"
and set the stage for a show that left few disappointed.
With a mixture of classic vintage rock and new
material from an album that will be released shortly,
Thorogood kept the crowd on its feet,.dancing and clapping throughout the show.
The son of a white-collar British immigrant,
Thorogood is a recreator of the driving urban slideguitar blues pioneered by Chicago greats such as Elmore
Jones.
Thorogood became seriously involved with music in
1970, but his first big hit single did not come until 1978
with his adaptation of Hank Williams' "Move It On
Over." This single stayed on the charts into 1979.

George Thorogood and the Delaware
Destroyers performed Thursday.night in
Godwin Hall. (Clockwise) Thorogood's
enthusiasm for performing is evident as
he leaps during "Move It On Over," his
first hit single. Thorogood, a Delaware
native, steps up to the microphone to
sing 'Til Change My Style." Saxophonist Hank Carter jams to the song
"Can't Stop Lovin'."

The Skip Castro Band opened the show for George
Thorogood and set the tone for a night of entertainment. The crowd welcomed The Skip Castro Band by
rushing to the stage and swaying to the band's first two
songs, "I Just Like Going To A Party Tonight," and
"My Gal Is Red Hot."
Then George Thorogood and the Delaware Destroyers
came bursting through a cloud of smoke and welcomed
the crowd.
.
Hailing from Delaware, the Destroyers consist of
drummer Jeff Simon, bassist Bill Blough and saxophonist Hank Carter.
George Thorogood, wearing-a snakeskin suit, played
through a set of classic blues, followed by the slow song,
"I'll Change My Style." This set the stage for his more
popular songs including "Can't Stop Lovin." During
the ever-popular "Madison Blues," Thorogood took off
his jacket and strutted around the stage with a hat. But
the best was yet to come.
Thorogood got his second wind during his encore. He
jumped high into the air and danced around the stage
while Hank Carter blared his saxophone.
The encore consisted of "Move It on Over," "Ride
on Josephine," and a rendition of Chuck Berry's song,
"Reelin' and Rockin'." The crowd screamed its approval of Thorogood's improvision of that song, in
which he included Harrisonburg and James Madison in
the lyrics.
»
Even after the encore, the crowd wanted more.
Thorogood's excitement and obvious enjoyment of
performing was contagious. His show left the crowd
charged by his music — "Madison Blues" echoing in the
minds of many audience members as they left Godwin
Hall.

artfile
The following exhibits will be shown in
January hy the art department.
t

Sawhill Gallery in Duke Fine Arts. Hours:
Mon.-Fri., 8:30-noon, 1-4:30 p.m. and 7-9
p.m.; Sat. and Sun., 1-5 p.m. ■
'Dutch Design for the Public Sector," an

exhibition that showcases Dutch graphic and
industrial design, runs Jan. 21-Feb. 7. The
show was organized by the Netherlands
Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Recreation and
Social Welfare.
New Image Gallery in Zirkle House on S.
Main St. across from campus. Hours:

Mon.-Thurs., noon-5 p.m.; Fri. and Sat
noon-4 p.m;
'*
hvT'fi? ^P11* y*" - Photographs

perceptions. Lesko has «
Photokina in Cologne, West w
work is in the permanent conn
George Eastman House.

photographs and traditional rectangular formats that are modified to create new spacial

Artworks Gallery in Zirkle Ho
Mon.-Thurs., noon-5 p.m.. rr
noon-4 p.m.

e[ UAt WiU
J
%
L^9. ?Lesko
t, utilizes
! experimental
* shown color
an21-Feb.
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Cope-ing
Promises,
promises
By Andrea Cope

st Germany. His
collection of the

The photographic artwork of six
undergraduate art students win be on display
Jan. 21-Feb. 2.

The Other Gallery in Zirkle House. Hours:
Mon.-Thurs., noon-5 p.m.; Fri. and Sat.,
noon-4 p.m.

e House. Hours:
; Fri. and Sat.,

The artists include James Hall, Ginger
Haydon, Douglas Keeffe, Lisa Olson, Anthony Flood and Cathy Callahan. An opening reception will be held 7 p.m. Jan. 21.

"Artwork by David Kidd" will be on
display Jan. 21-Feb. 2. The exhibition is
comprised of sculpture and photographs. An
opening reception will be held 7 p.m. Jan. 21.

i exhibited at

A pop of a cork, a spray of bubbles, a clank of a
glass, a verse or two of Auld Lang Syne, a kiss on
the lips and the new year has begun.
But why is it that we bring in 1985 doing what
people all over the world have done for years . . .
stand up with the confidence of an Olympic gold
medalist and proclaim a New Year's resolution?
Most people set their teeth right around
Christmas Eve after having just one more teenyweeny glass of calorie-laden eggnog, vowing to
drop 10 pounds before spring break.
You see them all over campus in their flashy new
running gear, heading for the weight room,
aerobics classes and the racquetball courts, anxious to work up a sweat.
Afterwards they dine at D-hall and earnestly
walk,past the desserts and rolls, zooming straight
for the salad bar.
This goes on for about three weeks. But when
the first exam of the semester rolls around, they're
the first ones to order nachos from J.M.'s, convincing themselves that the treat will help them
study longer and better.
Another frugal resolution made a million times
over- is to quit smoking. These people rampantly
throw away all ashtrays, matches and lighters.
After a few days they tell you how good they feel,
saying they've quit for good and beaming like they
were bom again.
»
But when they go to one party and drink one
beer, they will corner someone in the kitchen and
beg for just one cigarette to get them through the
night. Once they smoke it, a hole has been burned
through the resolution.
I like the students who resolve to get better
grades. They come back after break with their
schedules memorized and the first two chapters
read for every class. They declare that they've suddenly realized, after seven semesters, that they're
here to learn something and not to party all the
time.
But when Friday afternoon is upon him,
Studious Sam is approached by friends down the
hall who are getting a keg and ask if he'd like to
take a study break.
"And why the dickens not?" he thinks, wincing
in pain from the twist of his arm. "I'll be able to
study better if I stretch my gut for a minute."
The happy hour turns into a party, the party
turns into a night, the night turns into morning,
and the morning is a hangover.
The hangover is cured by another beer, and the
semester-long study break has just begun.
There also are those who make resolutions that
don't require too much backbone, like my
neighbor who resolved not to make so many long
distance phone calls. That shouldn't be too hard,
seeing that the phone company disconnected her
phone last month.
However big or small peoples' resolutions are,
they deserve some homage for having the moral
courage to make one at all. It's nice to encourage
others to do their best and support them
throughout these trying times.
But when the dieter sneaks a sweet, or the
"reformed" smoker pilfers a puff, let them be.
After all, New Year's resolutions were made to
be broken.
Cope-ing is published each Monday.
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George Mason tops JMU
in ECAC South matchup
By Kerry t'offelt
assistant sports editor

When JMU students left for Christmas break,
the men's basketball team sported a 3-1 record. A
little over a month later, the struggling Dukes find
themselves one game under .500 with a 7-8 mark
and 1-2 in the ECAC South.
The latest loss came at the hands of George
Mason University 64-53 Saturday night before a
near-capacity crowd at the Convocation Center.
The Patriots (8-6, 3-2), playing without star forward Carlos Yates for much of the first half, controlled the game from the start, then held off a late
JMU rally in the second half for the conference
victory.
George Mason, which never trailed, took the
lead for good five minutes into the contest when
guard Ricky Wilson, who led the Patriots with 18
points, converted a three-point play for a 7-4 lead.
Behind Wilson, Rob Rose and Mike Dufrene,
George Mason extended its first half lead to as
much as 15 before settling for a 33-24 halftime advantage.
After the Dukes cut the lead to 15-12 with 7:22
left in the half, Dufrene scored five straight points
in 44 seconds to give the Patriots an eight-point
lead.
JMU cut the lead to six on a John Newman
jumper moments later, but then it was Rose's turn
to score five points in a row. The 6-foot-5 junior
forward converted a three-point play for a 25-16
George Mason lead. He then blocked a Kennard
Winchester shot, grabbed the loose ball and went
coast-to-coast for a layup and an 11-point lead.
The Patriots biggest lead of the game came with
2:29 left in the half when the 6-foot-8 Dufrene,
who scored a career-high 11 points, hit two free
throws to put George Mason on top 33-18.

The Patriots did most of this without Yates, who
left the game with about 11 minutes remaining in
the first half after suffering a slight concussion.
The 6-foot-5 senior All-America came into the
game as the 14th leading scorer in the nation
averaging 23.8 points a contest, but only scored
eight points Saturday night.
"Yates got hurt in the first half and we had
players come off the bench and pick us up," said
George Mason head coach Joe Harrington.
The Patriots held the Dukes at bay for most of
the second half as they consistently maintained an
eight- to 10-point lead.
JMU did make one last run late in the game. The
Dukes trailed 54-42 with 5:30 left. Thanks to three
points from Newman, who led JMU with a careerhigh 23 points and 10 rebounds, and a basket by
Todd Banks and freshman forward Ramsey Yeatts
the Dukes cut the lead to 54-49 just over two
minutes later.
George Mason's Vincent McQueen then missed
the front end of a one-and-one, the third straight
Patriot miss from the line, giving the Dukes an opportunity to cut the lead to three.
But JMU's freshman guard Robert Griffin missed a short jumper. Moments later Dufrene was
fouled and the sophomore hit both free throws for
a 56-49 lead with 1:46 left.
The Dukes would noi hit another shot until Eric
"Boo" Brent hit a jumper with 20 seconds left. By
that time, George Mason had iced the game as it
built the lead to 60-51 at the free throw line.
' 'George Mason came in and played a fine game.
Give them credit," JMU head coach Lou Campanelli said. "We were never able to develop any
consistency on offense. I think our inexperience
really showed."
See MEN page 16 ►

Staff photo by Steve Eaton

JMU's Greg Mosten (34) dunks during the second half Saturday night George Mason's
Carlos Yates looks on.

Dukes keep rolling with win
By Mark Charnock
staff writer

Staff photo by Stephen Jaffe

JMU's Julie Franken (right) and East Tennessee State's Tammy Larkey battle for loose
ball in the Dukes' 85-69 win Saturday.

JMU women's basketball head coach Shelia
Moorman has a well-kept secret.
Her Dukes are off to the finest start in seven
years and Saturday's 85-69 win over East Tennessee State raised their record to 11-2 overall.
"I'd have to put this win right here as the best
win since I've been here," Moorman said.
The third-year coach has a valid argument.
The two teams traded leads for much of the first
five minutes until the Bucanneers' Tammy Larkey
went to work, with East Tennessee leading 10-9.
The 6-foot-5 senior center scored 12 of her
game-high 28 points in the next six minutes to give
the Bucs a 24-17 advantage with 9:39 left in the
first half.
JMU was not to be denied. The Dukes regained
the lead with 1:55 to go when Sue Mandski (who
led the Dukes with 24 points) hit a running jumper
to give JMU a $7-36 lead.
The game then turned to the foul line, as East
Tennessee committed three fouls with less than two
minutes remaining.

ttJ^JJK? c?nverted «" six attempts, added a
betsy Witman jumper and took a 45-38 lead into
the locker room.
Moorman said shutting down the Buccaneer's
inside game was a key to the lead
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Unbeaten——-—
Tie with UVa keeps Dukes undefeated after 13 straight
By Sonny Dearth
staff writer
When the JMU wrestling team arrived at the
University of Virginia's archaic Memorial Gymnasium on Saturday, they had the mission of finding out whether the Dukes or Cavaliers have the
state's best wrestling team. Two controversial
hours later, the question was still unresolved after
a 20-20 standoff.
JMU, now 12-0-1, had been trailing 18-12 after
eight individual matches when 190-pounder Phil
Rice decimated U.Va.'s David Von Kolnitz, 16-0,
on a "technical fall" (a match is stopped due to a
15-point margin) with 2:30 remaining in the match.
Because a technical fall is awarded six points as
if the wrestler had recorded a pin, the victory tied
the team score at 18-18.
"I just wanted to beat him (Van Kolnitz) as bad
as I could," Rice said. "I was really confident going into the match, since I had beat him earlier in
the Maryland Open. Besides, the fact that the team
score was so close really got me more fired up than
usual."
Rice's victory set up a dramatic heavyweight
confrontation between Dukes' senior Dave Stanton and U.Va.'s Roger Mello to decide the outcome of the team match.
After a scoreless first period, the 6-foot-6,
270-pound Mello scored a takedown with 1:29 remaining in the second period to take a 2-0 lead.
Five inches shorter and 50 pounds lighter than his
opponent, Stanton escaped with 1:12 left to cut the
deficit to 2*1.
The referee then called a stalling point against
Stanton near the end of the second period to make
the margin 3-1.
In the third period, Stanton scored an escape
with 51 seconds remaining to make the score 3-2,
but 14 seconds later Mello recorded a takedown
for a 5-2 lead.
Stanton then got a reversal to cut Mello's lead to
5-4.
With Stanton in th* top poation, the referee
called a stalling point against Mello with four
seconds remaining to account for the 5-5 draw.
After the match,' Stanton voiced his displeasure
with the officiating. "The guy is a good and
capable referee, bu> today he was one-sided. You
just never know when you're on the road."
Stanton said that Mello deserved the final stalling point. "He was doing nothing on the bottom.
If the referee had not called the point, I would
have been pretty upset."

Women

► (Continued from'page 14)

The way the Dukes performed against East Tennessee left many people wondering what happened
to the 13-15 squad of a year ago.
"The big thing is that we have all of last year s
starters back," Moorman said. "We added a pretty good freshman class to that, so we were able to
move some people position-wise that strengthened
us "
One of those moves has been the addition of the
6-foot-l Harris. The freshman center was named
Eastern College Athletic Conference South player
of the week for the week ending Jan. 13 based on
her 17- and 19-point performances in the JMU Invitational tournament. She was also named the
tournament's Most Valuable Player.

-r1

Staff photo by John Keasl«r

JMU's Jack Fitzgerald (right) takes down Youngatown State's Aquilino Morales during
Fitzgerald's 6-5 win in the 177-pound contest. The undefeated Dukes won the dual match
45-12 at the Convocation Center Friday.
"Our kids have nothing to be ashamed of;
Earlier in the meet, a judgment call took a
point away from the Dukes, following JMU's we're having a very good year," Besnier said.
Over the Christmas break, the Dukes finished
Rich Widmer's match at 126 pounds. Cavalier
John Viola defeated Widmer 4-3 to give U.Va. a fourth out of 25 teams in the Maryland Open,
and defeated South Carolina State, Wilkes, and
9-0 team lead.
Immediately following Widmer's loss, Virginia Tech in a quadrangular meet in
Blacksburg.
Besnier stepped on the mat and questioned the
JMU also recorded a win over Shippensburg
official's judgment on a call from the match.
on
the road before defeating Youngstown State,
The referee then subtracted a point from JMU's
45-12,
in their first home match Friday night at
team score.
"Technically, he (referee) made the right call, the Convocation Center.
but . . .," Besnier said. "Still, I never thought • In that victory, the Dukes won three of the
he would call that final stalling point on five matches contested on the mat. The-other
five matches were forfeits. Jack Fitzgerald, at
Mello."
Besnier said, "I thought both teams gave a 177 pounds, won his match 6-5, while JMU
hell of an effort. It was a really good match for 142-pounder John Durso's opponent retired
with Durso holding an 8-2 advantage. The
both teams.
"We got extra team points from Andy Gunn- Dukes' 190-pounder Dan Johnston pinned his
ing (12-1 victory at 134 pounds), Tony Gentile Youngstown opponent 2:22 into his match.
The Dukes head to Norfolk this weekend for
(15-5 win at 150 pounds), Brian Kurlander (14-2
the State Championships, then visit Lexington
win at 158 pounds), and Phil Rice.
"I was really pleased with our effort, though for a match with Virginia Military Institute on
I'm obviously disappointed we didn't get the Jan. 31. JMU's next home match is February 3
against nationally-ranked North Carolina State.
win-," Besnier said.

The addition of Harris to the front line of Witman and Franken has given the Dukes the formidable front line that opponents didn't see last
year.
That, coupled with the experienced backcourt of
Mandski and Jackson, gives JMU more strength
both offensively and defensively.
That strength is starting to pay off for the
Dukes. JMU leads the ECAC South in field goal
percentage (48.2) and is currently 10th among National Collegiate Athletic Association Div. I
schools in scoring defense (57.1 points per game).
Although accolades are nice early in the season,
Moorman warns about the tough road ahead for
the Dukes.
"We really have a tremendous challenge ahead
of us," she said. "I don't think most people realize

how evenly balanced our conference is.
"Richmond, East Carolina, UNC-Wilmington,
they are tough teams. Every game we go into with
those people in particular is going to be a tossup."
JMU has already beaten some tough teams, including then 19th-ranked St. Joseph's, but Moorman said she sees no relief in sight.
"There's just no rest. It's going to be tough
night in and night out."
JMU notes... When the Dukes travel to Virginia
Tech tonight they will be without the services of
leading scorer Betsy Witman (16.S ppg). Witman is
suffering from an inflamed nerve in her left foot
she re-injured in the latter part of Saturday's game
with ETSU. The injury will keep her out of at least
four games.

—< i
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Men-—

»► (Continued from page 14)
Newman echoed those sentiments. "We made
silly mistakes that we shouldn't have made. They
just outplayed us tonight," he said.
Although the Dukes may have have been
outplayed Saturday night, the previous month was
more of an up and down one for JMU.
The Dukes started the holiday break with a
65-37 loss at Old Dominion. They followed that
with a third place finish in the Kentucky Invitational. JMU lost 63-36 in the first round to Cincinnati before beating East Tennessee State 56-46 in
the consolation game.

The Dukes then lost two games in the Richmond
Times-Dispatch Tournament in late December.
Virginia Tech, then nationally-ranked, stopped the
Dukes 47-37, then Richmond turned the trick with
a 67-55 victory.
"We've played a tough schedule," Campanelli
said. "We played very well in Kentucky and we
didn't play well in Richmond."
JMU started the new year off in convincing
fashion with home wins over Davis and Elkins
66-44, and Old Dominion 80-68. The latter was
probably the brightest spot of the season so far.

But since then the Dukes lost at Navy 79-65 and at
16th-ranked Virginia Commonwealth 65-52,
before recording a 64-60 home win over American
University Wednesday. "
"We played a super game (against ODU). We
played so well," Campanelli said. "We've just
slipped a little since that ball game. I think it's
mental. We're just too young to be able to be a real
solid basketball team."
The Dukes will try to get it back together this
Thursday night at 7:30 when they entertain ECACSouth opponent the University of Richmond at the
Convocation Center.

9

Women swim
past Navy
The JMU women's swimming and
diving team defeated Navy 78-62 in
Annapolis on Saturday to run their
record to 5-2 on the year.

r

Men's Gymnastics
The Dukes men's gymnastics team
finished in last place of the seven teams
in the men's portion of the Shanandoah
Valley Invitational at Godwin Hall last
weekend.
JMU collected 231.90 points. Georgia
was the team champions, as they
scored 265.85 points. Pittsburg came in
second with 264.60, while Navy finished
third by amassing 259.85 points.
On a positive note for the Dukes, Tim
Rail iff set a new JMU record in the
horizontal bar by scoring 9.45 points in
a third-place effort in the individual
competition. Ratliff had previously
come in fourth in the horizontal bar
team competition with a mark of 9.30.
The Dukes' next meet is a dual match
against Radford on January 26.

Women's
Gymnastics
The JMU women's gymnastics team
finished in last place of the six teams
competing in the Sfaenandoab Valley
Invitational at Godwin Hall this
weekend.
The Dukes scored 137.15 points, while
the tournament champions, West
Virginia, amassed 172.80.

Staff photo by Grea Fletchsr

JMU freshman gymnast Glenn Adamec performs on the pommel horse in the men's compeUtlon of H. «.
Valley Invitational Friday la Godwin Hall. Adaraec's routine was captured in this triple-exposure photo

Women's Track
The JMU Women's indoor track team
tied for second in a three-team meet in
Fairfax
over
the
weekend.
Homestanding George Mason won the
meet with 77 points, while the Dukes
tied with West Virginia at 35 points.
Rhonda Mason won the 55-meter dsh
in 7.36 seconds for JMU, as well as
winning the 200-meter dash with a time
of 25.87 seconds.

The ajniveraity of Pittsburgh
(m.70)fmtahod second followed by
Maryland < 171.8). Kant State finished
fourth with 167.35, while North Carolina
State came in fifth with 163.20 points.

Elaine Butler of JMU set a new
Dukes record in the triple jump with a
distance of 34 feet, 11 inches. Even
though the Jump only earned her
second in the event, it erased Dana
Mara bains mark set in IMS, one of 32
feet, eight Inches.

The Dukes' next meet it at the
George Washington University Invitational January 27.

The next meet for the Dukes (0-0-1) is
the West Virginia Invitational in
Morgantown on January 26.

The Breeze needs
sports writers
call 6127

"

m
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YOUTH
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classifieds

by Berke Breathed

Bloom County

Classified ada In Tha Breeze cost $1
for up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words,
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance
payment Is required.
Deadlines are noon Friday for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for
Thursday's Issue. Ads may be mailed to
The Breeze, James Madison University,
Harrisonburg, Va. 22807, or may be
delivered to The Breeze office In the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall, at
Grace and South Main streets.
Categories Include Personals, For
Sale, For Rent, Help Wanted, Services,
Wanted, Lost and Found. Found ads are
free.

For Sale
Rocky's Antique Mat Super stuff;
reasonable prices. Largest antique mall
In the Shenandoah Valley. 15 minutes
south of JMU on Rt. 11. Visa, Mastei
Card. Thursday ■ Sunday. 9 • 5.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath Short walk from
campus. Low down payment; excellent
financing. July occupancy. Patrick Real
Estate. 433-2559.
Spring Male Housing Contract 434-3956.
Ask for Brian.
Let your greeting rise above the others.
Send a balloon bouquet from Flights of
Fancy. 434-3351. Mon - Sat. Come see our
selection of gifts at Rocky's. Rt. 11 S,
Thurs. - Sun.
Records - Large selection available including rock, jazz, Broadway cast and
soundtracks, soul, country, comedy, pop,
etc. LP's and 45's starting at 25 cents
each. Rocky's Antique Mall-Booth No. 34,
Wevers Cave. Visa and MC accepted. See
"Al" on Saturdays and Sundays.
1074 Monte Carlo Good condition. $1195.
Telephone 434-4785 after 5 p.m. Weekend
anytime.
Male Housing Contract. Price negotiable.
Contact Randy. 433-3242 or x5262.
1961 Chev. X-11 Sport Hatchback. Loaded, Gonzo Tires, Wheels, Suspension.
Well maintained mechanically. High
mileage but all interstate driving. Super
Sound System. 289-5201.
1983 Firebird Dark gray, excellent condition, Stereo Cassette, A/C, 38,000 miles.
Automatic, must sell, make offer.
289-9883 or 289-5887.
Ski Boots Adomlte, size 12, like new for
$50. Call 434-7965 after 5 p.m.
Camera 35 mm Yashlca, various screw
mounts lenses, filters, accessories.
434-4516.
Computer diskettes for IDS 201 or personal use. 5 1/4" diskettes, double sided,
double density. 1/J2.50,2/$4., 107118. Call
Keith at x5066. Lifetime warranty.
Mid-year Sale All lofts 10 percent off
regular price. Call 2694141 or 879-9573.

Wanted
Third Wave needs female lead singer
Call Gary x446&

Services
Research Catalog of 16,000 topics. Send
$1. Research. 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago,
IL 60605. (312) 922-0300. To be used for
research purposes only.
Typing Service 21 years experience.
$1 /page. Mrs. Price, 8794935.

Lost
Reward for pearl bracelet with gold clasp
lost on campus. Call Laurie x4562.

Found
Ladies Watch found outside WCC, Friday, Dec. 7. Must Identify. CJ x7291.

Todd I do still love you. Now do you
believe me? Let'smakeour sixth year the
best. Love, Sandy. PS. You're my favorite
Sigma Nu.

Help Wanted

Delta Sigma PI Spring Rush starts now
f mPk,ers Tue8day and Wednesday nloht
y
9:30 Room A, Union.

Government Jobs. $15,000 - $50,000/yr.
possible. All occupations. How to Find.
Call 805487-6000 Ext. R-9999.
Excellent Income for part-time home
assembly work. For Info, call
312-741-8400. Ext. 411.

Personals
Congratulations Suzanne and Chrlsey on
your engagements! Love, Delta Gamma.
Wanna be a drummer or just look like
one? x5783.
.
Ladles Night 25 cent drafts 9 - 12 for
ladles at the Mystic Den every Tuesday.
DT and the Shekea need two-armed
drummer. Call Immediately. x5783.
Happy Birthday Dadl From the Breeze
Librarian.

fSTttJIS! j;ou' ^op-add blues with
The Undecided and Rational Herdsmen
Thursday night at Mystic Den

:.TheBMy,,Trc,DBe0nMB'nd,,hl8Thu^V
Does your dorm, Fraternity, Sororltv
club or Intramural team need shirts'
jackets, caps, etc.? Quantity discounts
and personalized silk-8crVenTr,n
available. Call Rick 434-1825
"°

Apartment available on Dutch Mill Court.
2 bedrooms available, each $160 (Includes water). Call 433-9242.
h^S0"1* <male"emale) - house rented
by college students. x6788/434-52S9.
Ro1
Kl
i•t•,• Ren,al«. Sales,
Maintenance. Plan ahead. Call us for

your housing needs. 433-2559.

Hi**!!.0? 8q!?rt- 2 '«"•••» to share furnishedI townhouse. January to May. $130
each. Patrick Real Estate. 433-2569
sq ar
ntldilf>?ownnouM
ft !l *- **

n en? ,«
»i*w 11

SSiiM

t0

»"•'• '""y »ur-

- Low utilities. Convecam u
P «- Available June 1985.
Per8 n

°'

Patrlck Re

"

E8,a,e

-

0 ront F

SW Free Win an all expense paid ski
weekend from Theta Chi. Includes lodo
ing and lift tickets at Snowshoe $200
cash. Winner to be picked at Suitcase
Sts.
' The,a Chl Others f^

To the person who stole my tan ski Jacket
from JM's on Sunday, Jan. 13. Please
return to the Information Desk In WCC or
leave a note in PC-147. Have some class.
No questions asked.
'

Undecided and the Rational Herdsmen
Thursday, Jan 24 at the Mvstlc £n

Roadducks Wednesday, Jan. 23. $3.50
with ID. At the Mystic Den.

R«'^liN,?t,t

Star Search TV Talent Wanted Valley
Mall Is looking for people to apear in
1985 TV commercials. Male and Female
professional looking apply in person to
Valley Mall office between 8:00 and 5:00
Mon. - Frl. Applications and photographs
accepted through January 25. 433-1797.

For Rent

OU th
Rock
5
L ?.?
IInd Hard Jan
*"" the ,Roadducks
Wednesday,
23.

inXi^TJ !:

- """«h*d. heating

4334930:

Wa8her

af,d

Dfv6r

J^j^nt. Madison Square Apartment. Great location. Call 434-9603.

se^J'?..!?' 8,
•om*leon# «»»"-l°vlng and
townh0"P°?
5L
to share nice
e ln
Fir^i
Country Club Court
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,0Ur De
miTa Tnm'?
°P"ln ho"« 3 1«
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8 s,no,a
™okL
2u -,
fc*'*™.
MrW ~?
*tnd llv,n0 rooms. $95. per

Sunda

V» "«the Mystic Den

KesS^^ci^^^r^

fSr?^,0r 1 '•ma,# in house 6 Mock*
—^1'es. Kitchen and h4th. 433-1873.

Loet Jacket at Kappa Sloma Frin«u «i„k7
Ught green Woofer, wUh .heSoSS

cooper and keys In pocket. 23K3S

110
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bu

route "ors ^^
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Per month
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announcements
Annou ncamen t» In Th* Brass we provided free u •
eervtce to reader*. Events requiring an axhanga of
money will not be published In the announcements
section. Entertainment notices may be sent to the
featurss editor for the Arts and People section. Personal announcement* may be sent to The Breeze
business office for the Personals section.
Deadline* for announcements are noon Friday for
Monday'* Issus and noon Tuesday for Thursday's
Issue. Mailing address Is The Breeze, Communication
Art* Department, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22907 The Breeze office le located in the
basement of Anthony-Seager Hall St Grace and South
Main meats
Form for announcements I* WHO I* doing WHAT,
WHEN. WHERE Items will be edited for brevity. Name
end telephone number should be Indudad.

General
EfKOrt Service — Alpha Chi mo fraternity offers
an escort service Sunday through Thursday, 8 p.m. to
12 midnight. Call x5108 for service.
Tutors NSSdBd — Tutors are needed In nearly all
JMU subject areas If you V* interested In tutoring
other students, applications are available at the
Counseling and Student Development Canter, second
Door, Alumnae Hal.
C-A.R.S. — A free rid* home for faculty and
students who have had too much to drink. Friday and
Saturday nights from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m., call 433CARS.
Tutoring Services —Sigma Phi Lambda, th*
honor *oclaty for all m*Jor», Is offering tutoring set
vices. Interested students c*n write box 5386, or call
Donna, 433-8478.
SaTWhNI Gallery —Hours arc Mon. through Frl.,
8:30 a.m. to noon, 1-4:30 p.m., 7-8p.m. Sat. and Sun. 1-5
PJT).

Artwork* Qslktry — Zlrkle House, Mon. through
Frl., noon to 5 p.m. Frl and Sat., neon to 4 p.m.

SQA BookSSlS —The SOA Booksale will be concluding Jan. 23. All books and checks must be picked
up on the Mezzanine level of th* WCC. Any books or
checks not picked up by 5 p.m., Jan. 23, will become
the property Of th* Student Government Association.

CPAP —Workshops: Weak of 21-25: 21 Resume
Writing from 1-2 p.m., South Ballroom, WCC 22 Nut*
and Bolt* of th* Job Search from 64 p.m , North
Ballroom, WCC, Resume Writing from 3:30-4:30 pm., hi
South Ballroom, WCC, and Interviewing for Teaching
Position* from 11-12 noon. South Ballroom, WCC. 23
Nuts and Bolts, 8-10 a.m., South Ballroom, WCC and
Especially For Teachers: Writing applications for
Teaching Positions, 1-2 p.m., Room A, WCC. Pleas*
sign-up In the CPSP Office before attending
workahopa.
CP«J> Work»hop*: signup for th* weak of J*n. 21-25.
Interview Preparation: Jan. 28, 34 p.m., Room A. WCC.
Resume Writing: Jan. 30,12-1 p.m., Room A, WCC.
Summer Camp Job*: Representatives will be available
on campus on Jan. 31, 8:30-2 p.m., South Ballroom,
WCC.
SENIORS must be reglslered with th* CP&P Office
before signing for th* following Interviews during th*
weak of Jan. 21-25: Chl-Chl's, UVA-Accounting Office,
American Motor kin*, National Center for Paralegal
Training, Wyatt Cafeteria*, Woodward & Lothrop,
AT&T Communications. AT&T Technologies, Burrough* Corp., Royal Insurance Company, Carolina Service*) & Real Estate, Wastvaco, Reynold* Metals,
Peebles, International Research Institute, Naval Inveetlgatlv* Service*, Naval Intelligence Support
Canter, Wallace Computer Service**Richmond), and
Eqult»b4* Bank. Resumes and Personal data sheet*
wiM b* required at th* time of sign-up.
Resumes will be received on a walk-in baals In
Thursdays from 8-11:30 a.m. Resumes should be typed
aOVEN0R8 FELLOWS PROGRAM Summ*r 1985. Information in the CP&P Office. Apllcatlon deadline I*
Fa. 1,1886.
VIRGINIA MINORITY STUDENT CAREER DAY Fab. 8,
1885, at the University of Virginia. REGISTRATION
DEADLINE JAN. 23
CP6.P couMlor* ar* available I* appointment to
discuss c*reer decisions.

Commuter Students —All currently enrolled
commuter students may secure ■ computer generated
copy of thalr transcript by presenting their ID at the
Records Office, Wilson 106.

Tho Counseling Center — oilers personal.
study skill* and vocational counseling for Individuals
and group*. Call x6622 for more Information or come
for walk-In service 3-5 p.m., Monday through Thursday,
no appointment needed. Alumnae Hall.

Commuter RMs Board —A commuter rid*
board Is available In the Commuter Student Office,
Room 108, WCC, for those who travel dally from Front
Royal, Winchester and Chariottesvllls to JMU.

ChOOSlng S Major — Th* Counseling and Student Development Canter offers opportunities In
values clarification and sail-exploration to assist you
In choosing a major and making decisions vocationally. Call 6SB2 for an appointment
Special Olympics — Voluteer* are needed for
the Special Olympics Swimming program If Interested, meat behind Maury, Jan. 21. 6:20 p.m. For
more Information call Sue, 434 3630.
Student Teaching — Application* for student
teaching for any block of the 1965-86 academic year
must be roceivad by the Office of Field end Laboratory
Experience* no later than Jan 25, 1985. Applications
may be picked up In the Education Building, Suite 305.

ROTC ScholorsNpS —Them will be a mandatory meeting, for all person* Interested in applying
for 2 ysar and 3 year scholarships. Jan. 30, 8 p.m.,
Stadl urn 0201. CHI Capt. Kentch, 6264. i I you need fur
thar Information.

Woeley Foundation —Jan. 21,. 7 p.m., BIN*
Study. Jan. 22, 5 30 p.m., Dinner *nd Discussion. Jan.
24, 6 p.m.. New Ufa Singers, Duke 208.

Events
Visiting Scholars Program —proudly
presents Frederick Hartt. Mclntlre Professor Emeritus.
University of Virginia, on "How Michelangelo Painted
the Statlne Celling," Jan. 23, 4:30 p.m., Blackwell
Auditorium. John Casey, Novelist and Short Fiction
Writer from the University of Virginia, Jan. 31, 8 p.m.,
Miller Hall, Room 101.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes — ar* h*v
Ing • sportathon, thalr annual fund raising event, Jan.
25. 10 p.m.. Godwin Hall
"War Tims Romance" —A 1883 soviet film in
Ruulan with English subtitle* will be presented by
Dooro Slovo, th* Slavic National Honor Society Jan.
22. 4 p.m.. Grafton Stovall Theater.

Meetings
S.O.N.A-R. —Students Opposed to the Nuclear
Arm* Rac*. wll meet Jan. 21, 6 p.m., Room E, WCC

Orienteering Club

III meet Jan. 22, 6 p.m.,

Cadet Lounge.
Delta Sigma PI —will b* holding rush smokers
Jan. 22 SMI23, 830 pjn., Room A, WCC. •
I.A.B.C. —will meet Jan. 21,6 p.m., A-S 12.
Psychology Club —will meet Jan. 24.6.30 p.m.,
Mezzanine. WCC.

I

Flying high
The JMU cheerleaders display air-time
during half-time shows at Duke basketball
games. Directed by Casey Carter, the Duke
cheerleading squad was,, one of 20 in the
na tion to be chosen to compete in the Cheer
leaders Association Collegiate Championships
that was held on Jan. 12 in Dallas.
Staff photo by Stephen Jaffe
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Viewpoint

SGA
Last semester in review

xi

!

Getting started was the toughest
part said SGA President Dan Riordan.
He cited the voter registration
drive, the used book sale and better
SGA organization as last semester's
major accomplishments.
We think it was a semester of
varied results.
• Last October's voter registration
drive was the SGA's most impressive
event. The SGA did everything for
students but fill out and mail in their
absantee ballots.
• However, the mock election was
a different story. The event was
poorly organized and publicized.
Because of a communication foul
up, two voting booths never arrived
at the polling area. Also, the election
was poorly publicized. Only 485
students voted.
Finally, speakers at the speak-out
didn't represent the complete
political spectrum. Most orators
represented the GOP.
• Building bleachers at the west
end of Madison Stadium was the
semester's biggest controversy. In
spite of overwhelming student opinion opposing the construction of
bleachers, it was Nov. 13 before the
SGA unanimously passed a bill of
opinion reflecting student sentiment.
More should have been done earlier.
Now, it appears that administrators will fence in the hill instead.
• Considering the inherent limitations of the Warren Campus Center,
this and last semester's used book

sale was well organized.
Riordan believes the sale will be
computerized by next semester and
will likely be held in the new Phillips
Center.
• The SGA funded half the cost of
the new jogging trail. Because of initial high student support for the
trail, we feel the SGA spent the
money well.
Many of the goals Riordan and
company set for the SGA last
March, for various reasons, are only
now emerging from the planning
stage and should be pursued. These
include:
• Plans for a campus-run radio
station.
s\
• More contact between major
campus groups.
• Four student-faculty forums,
already scheduled.
Some new ideas:
• A plan to tie all campus news
letters into one.
• A plan to use the general reserve
account to bring nationally recognized speakers to JMU.
The SGA's biggest problem last
semester seemed to be poor communication and, less so, student
body leadership outside the SGA.
Perhaps they were only problems
associated with getting started. This
semester should tell us.
The above editorial was written by Pat
Plummer, The Breezes Editorial Editor. It is
the opinion of Plummer, Editor Constance
Walker, Managing Editor Gwen Fariss, and
Assistant Editorial Editor Kristi Muis.

Predictions 1985

JMU, USA face the future

In keeping with the yearly tradition of this country's most respected
weekly newspapers (77ie National
Enquirer, The Star, etc.), two enterprising Breeze columnists present
some amazing, unbelievable and unsubstantiated predictions for the
year of 1985. Since Jean Dixon
wasn't available, we contacted
several of Harrisonburg's most
reliable psychics and they agreed, for
a small fee, to unveil the future.
What you're about to read cannot
be empirically proven, but we stake
our reputation on the validity of
these shocking visions.
Hold on to your seats. This first
one will amaze you: .
• The New Conservatism will
continue to sweep JMU. A group of
right-wingers will demand that
Virginia laws against pre- and extramarital sex be enforced. In a sweeping weekend crackdown by campus

police, thousands of students will be
arrested and held in Wilson Hall.
The Breeze will respond to these
mass arrests by initiating a "Fornication File." Names and details
will be included.

• In a last-ditch effort to stop
noise in Carrier Library, library
workers will apply adhesive tape to
the mouths of students as they walk
in the front door. Students rebel by
learning sign language.
• Late in April, D-Hall will surpass McDonald's in the number of
hamburgers served. A golden "D"
will be erected in front of entrance
four.
• "Last Tango in Paris,"
everyone's favorite X-rated movie,
will be shown again at GraftonStovall Theatre. This time, however,
no one will show up.

Double Talk

• The city of Harrisonburg will
continue to smell bad.
• Students will continue to take
The Breeze seriously, especially its
editorial columnists.
• Amy Carter, former first
SftS m her Search for a co'lege
will decide to pass up Princeton antl
Harvard for JMU. Upon her accTp
tance to the school, she'll ^Sl
reporters "Them other placed COs"
so much. Ah kin go here fo
peanuts. An besides, everone seems

StSS?-about -k^To!

On the national ton..
• Nancy Reagan, angered by all
the strange, new people now wLf
ing at the White Hgu*. w^H dSl"
to leave her post as firsMdX6
return to the private sector, Xnh^
« pays better. Ronald Reaga^l

appoint Jeanne Kirkpatrick as his
new first lady, at last finding her that
coveted inner-circle job she has been
wanting.
i* J^11, we COuJd continue. But life
kno
lJu,Kany that's
[un wnen
>°uhappen.
*
eeverything
going to
ly tuned to The Br
ul/i
T
**Z' "*
watch these predictions materialize.
DaneUe Duvall is a senior and Brian
Kawdon is a Junior. Both are majoring in English and communication
arts.
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Readers' Forum
No place on this planet is safe

Winning at nuclear war is impossible
To the editor
No place on this planet is safe.
The Soviet Union and the United
States are aiming warheads at more
than 15,000 targets around the
world. We already have enough
nuclear arms to destroy life on earth
many times over.
A nuclear war cannot be won.
Even Ronald Reagan admitted this
during the presidential debates and
arms negotiations have resulted.
So why are people at JMU so
apathetic in the face of this obvious
threat of existence?
Partly because of the incredible,
unprecedented, catastrophic effects
a nuclear war would have. People

tend to deny the possibility.
Many fed helpless. The arms race
continues with seemingly no end. In
fact, it accelerates with the advent of
new technology such as the proposed
ballistic-missile defense systems
known as "Star Wars."
World powers are functioning
under the misguided notion that
increased armaments make life
safer. Unfortunately, this is not true.
As General Douglas McArthur put
it: "The very triumph of scientific
annihilation has destroyed the
possibility of war being means of
practical settlement of international
differences.... If you lose you are annihilated, if you win you stand only
to lose."

Greek member
defends himself
and fraternity
against letter

War is an outdated form of conflict resolution. But we aren't
helplessly entangled in this everescalating arms race. There are feasible alternatives.
Some people believe a nuclear
freeze would undermine our national
security and the Soviet Union would
gain an edge. However, a mutual,
verifiable, bilateral freeze is possible
and could be negotiated in such a
way that our national security
wouldn't be endangered.
Creative and intellectual resources
could be channeled away from
destruction toward peacefully coexisting on this planet.
It's easy to feel helpless in affec-

To the editor;
As a member of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, I
was both saddened and offended by Doug
Wahlgren's editorial in the Dec. 6 issue of The
Breeze.
I resent being falsely linked to the death of Spot,
the beagle. Neither I nor any member of Lambda
Chi Alpha had anything to do with die tragic incident, yet you have tied my brothers and me to the
incident with your own opinion. I call it guilt by
association, and I call it ridiculous.
People join fraternities and sororities for different reasons, and doubtless there are those who
join to be socially accepted. If you take a closer
look, you'll find many far more important
motives. I joined Lambda Chi Alpha because I saw
it as a first class group, one that I am proud to be a
part. Fraternity life is much more than partying;
it's community service, athletics, friendship and a
brotherly bond few people understand. My friends
aren't "pre-chosen," it was I who met and chose
them; and in return, they chose me.

MR IKti If kX&
W tffliM...
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Bud Blscardo
sophomore
communication arts

by Keith Turner
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Lenore Lyons
Susan Shaw
SONAR

Being fraternity members doesn't mean being
"afraid to strike out on their own and discover
things for themselves." It means sharing with and
helping those with whom you associate. It's a learning, growing experience, one that in no way
squelches individuality. Being part of a group
doesn't mean losing your personality.
Lambda Chi Alpha doesn't, nor will it ever, propogate the types of behavior and incidents you
mentioned. We try to help our community^ not
hurt it. Everything we do is intended to have
nothing but positive effects. And we don't haze.
Unfortunately, some of Wahlgren 's arguments
are valid, but please don't include Lambda Chi
Alpha with them.
Perhaps Hank Williams Jr. expressed my feelings best when he wrote, "You're the only one that
you are screwing when you put down what you
don't understand."

The Real World
y'ww, Vie m>

ting our country's arms policy. It's
easy to say there's nothing you can
do and go on with life hoping the
end will never come. But this attitude only adds to the possibility
that it will happen.
Inform yourself, develop
awareness in others, join with others
and discover what part you can play
in ending this insane arms race. We
welcome anyone interested to come
to a meeting for SONAR, Students
Opposed to the Nuclear Anns Race.
As planetary citizens we have a say
in our fate.
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Keith Turner is a freshman majoring in history. The Real World will appear on the Forum page each Monday.
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25c Draft 9-12

Ladies Night

(ladies only)

1 / 22

ROAD DUCKS
$3.50 with I.D.

ex Thura.
o 1/24

PARTY FAVORITES
Fresh Fryer s
ComboPack

^A^^SThiMYSTIC
DEN !
v«*
DID YOUR CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEARS PARTIES
TAKE THEIR TOLL ON YOUR STEREO EQUIPMENT?

Grillmaster
Franks

Domestic II
79* Med Ham r«p

Then bring your hungover equipment to aA.S. Electronics. R.A.S. is your complete Audio Service Center for
all major brands of home and car stereo equipment. We
have many years experience In the audio servicing field,
and offer factory warranty service on PANASONIC,
TECHNICS, SONY, MARANTZ, JENSEN, JVC, and more!
We also sell PIONEER, CLARION, and SANYO car
stereos and JENSEN speakers.

V

(FRESH COLE SLAW OR POTATO SALAD LB. 79t)

it

1469 South Main St.
4339327

On Manufacturers' "Cents-Off"
Coupons—See Store For Complete Details!

(3 blocks south of Campus in the Kline Reality Building)
We're open 10-5:30, Sat. 9-1 Closed Wed. and Sun.

WASHINGTON STATE ?'. DIAMETER

Bunch of
Broccoli

Red Delicious
Apples &i

NOW OPEN

Sunday-Thuraday
11 AM-Mldnlght

69*

< Roaster
69* Drumsticks

** UNDECIDED ^a** RATIONAL HERDSMEN I

R.A.S. Electronics

PEROue FRESH ORAOE Vf OVEN STUFFEP^

5
s

Friday & Saturday
11 AM-2AM

09

PEPSI FREE;

Miner
Beer

m aw. l

n

Stouffer's
Lean Cuisine

Coffee

TiukHm\

AP

coupon

CHIiLED U

Franco
American
Spaghetti

A&P
g Orange
kal Juice

-.*'

—-i
Take
Out

warflf

w£5^>*

t^J^MM
I2X>>>

Authentic Hickory-Smoked Bar-B-Que

^ Chunk
& Light
iat^ Tuna

SANDWICHES
•
RIBS
BEEF • PORK • CHICKEN • PLATTERS

COUPON

Frias • Cob Corn • Slaw • Potato Salad • Cornbraad • Mora!

Keebler

ON-SITE CATERING AVAILABLE
Corner of

Cantrell &
Reservoir Sts.

COUPON
OAm'rAfKU CAH

Grahams

434-3278

I
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Nicaragua angered
by U.S. decision

Famine victims flee to Sudan
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) — More than 130,000
famine victims from rebel-held regions of Ethiopia
have streamed across the border to Sudan the last
two months, the U.N. High Commission for
Refugees said Thursday.
In the Ethiopian port of Assab, dock workers
nearly completed unloading the more than $1
million in Australian relief supplies the government ordered seized last week after the freighter
mistakenly went to Assab with 3,500 tons of wheat
instead of first going to Sudan, where most of the
goods were to be given to relief agencies sympathetic to Ethiopian rebels.
Ethiopia's Marxist government has denied
charges by secessionist rebel groups that government and international relief agencies are ignoring
the plight of people in guerrilla-held areas in the
Horn of the Africa nation.
The area has received millions of dollars in food
aid during the last three month", but the govern-

Governments surprised
by Israeli pullout
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) — A
U.N. envoy told Israeli leaders
Thursday that the Syrian and
Lebanese governments were surprised by Israel's decision to start
a three-phase pullout from
Lebanon starting next month,
Israel radio reported.
Radio reports said Prime
Minister Shimon Peres repeated

ment has refused to negotiate with rebels to gain
free passage of relief food convoys into rebelareas.
Peter McVherson, administrator of the Agency
for International Development in Washington,
said the seizure of the Australian ship carrying
6,000 tons of food by the government was intended
to prevent aid to two northern provinces in
Ethiopia where separatists have been battling
government troops.
Chester Crocker, assistant secretary for African
affairs, said a history of bad relations between the
U.S. and the socialist Ethiopian government
makes it difficult to bring pressure to make sure internal conflict does not worsen the plight of people
there.
Crocker said the U.S. would not use the threat
of ceasing emergency shipments to force the Ethiopian governmnent to distribute food more evenly,
because that would cause more starvation.

to U.N. Undersecretary-General
Brian Urquhart Israel's resolve to
leave Lebanon even if Lebanese
and U.N. troops are not ready to
take over the areas Israel vacates.
Israel has occupied southern
Lebanon since its invasion in June
1982.
Military sources said significant
movement of military equipment
from South Lebanon will start
next week, as part of the first
withdrawal state due to end Feb.
18. Peres has said he hopes to

Sharon wins second

U.S. suspends talcs
with Nicaragua

bout in lawsuit

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. announced Friday it is temporarily suspending participation
in talks with Nicaragua aimed at
resolving differences between the
two countries.
The State Department said it
has not scheduled any further
meetings, pending an evaluation
of the talks and new
developments in the Central
American peace process.
The announcement came
several hours after the State
Department disclosed that it will
boycott future proceedings in the
World Court on a Nicaraguan
complaint that the U.S. had
violated international law by mining Nicaraguan harbors and supporting anti-government rebels.

NEW YORK (AP) -Former Israeli
Defense Minister Ariel Sharon won a
second round in Us 150 million libel
suit against Time Inc. when jurors
Friday found the magazine's report
that be discussed revenge against
Palestinians with Lebanese Christian
leaders was false.
The jurors had deliberated for two
days since deciding the first major
issue, that Time defamed Sharon in
reporting that he "discussed"
revenge with Lebanese Phalangists
at a meeting the day after Presidentelect Bashir
Gemayd,
was
assassinated in September 1962.
Time had conceded during the trial
that a secret report did not in fact
contain the material that its report,
part of a Feb. 21, 1983, cover story,
had alleged. The magazine printed a
correction in this week's issue but
continued to assert the story was true
in substance.
\

Networks agree
NEW YORK (AP) - ABC,
CBS and NIC have agreed to
stop characterizing the outcome

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) — The
Sandinista government said Friday that
Washington's decision to boycott the
World Court's deliberations of Nicaraguan
complaints places the U.S. "outside international law and confirms its warlike
policies."
A Foreign Ministry statement expressed
"concern" over the U.S. announcement
that it was suspending participation in talks
with Nicaragua aimed at resolving differences between the two countries.
Nicaragua claims that the U.S.,
operating through CIA agents, violated international law by mining Nicaragua's harbors and by supporting Nicaraguan rebels
operating from bases in Honduras and
Costa Rica.

complete the withdrawal by summer.
Peres and other Israeli leaders
have warned that if Lebanon does
not make adequate preparations
for the Israeli pullout, a bloodbath could ensue among rival
Lebanese factions.

Talks to reunite
Cyprus open
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —

of elections before some polls
have even closed.
In return, the House telecommunications subcommittee pledged to consider possible legislation
on a 24-hour election day with
uniform poll closings throughout
the nation.
The issue of projecting the outcome of national elections while
polls remained open surfaced in
1980 when NBC, followed by
ABC and CBS, declared Ronald
Reagan the presidential winner
while polls were still open in mucli
of the country.

Discussions opened
for US.—Soviet talks
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. and the Soviet Union are
discussing a time and place to
resume negotiations to reduce
nuclear bombers, submarines and
missiles, an administration official said Thursday.
Richard Burt, the assistant

Greek and Turkish Cypriot
leaders, meeting for the first time
since 1979, opened talks Thursday on a first-state agreement to
reunite Cyprus, a divided nation
that has been a thorp in NATO's
southern flank for 20 years.
The Cyprus dispute has poisoned relations between NATO allies
Greece and Turkey and between
Turkey and the U.S. since 1974,
when Turkish soldiers invaded
and occupied 37 percent of the
island.

secretary of state for European
affairs, called in Victor Isakov,
the minister counselor at the
Soviet Embassy, on Wednesday
to propose an early opening of the
talks and that they be held in
Geneva, Switzerland, the official
said.
An agreement to resume the
negotiations on offensive nuclear
weapons and to take up defensive
arms and installations was reached by Secretary of State George
Shultz and Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko in
Geneva Jan. 8.

Officials seek
agreement on cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Reagan administration officials
said Saturday they hope to reach
agreement by the end of next
month with Senate Republicans
on a compromise package of
about $50 billion in federal spending cuts that will be necessary to
hold the budget deficit to about
$180 billion next year.
\
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Draft dodgers face lighter penalties
RICHMOND (AP) — A bill designed to keep
men who do not register for the draft out of public
colleges in Virginia was stripped of its harshest
penalties Thursday before being sent to the
Senate.
The bill now will apply only to those "convicted" of failing to register and its only penalty
will be denial of state financial aid.
When Del. Jeff Stafford introduced the bill in

—■>
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Action assured on protection bill

1984, the measure would have prohibited draft
resisters attending private schools from getting
any state financial aid in the form of loans,
scholarships or grants.
The bill was bogged down in the Senate committee and carried over to 1985. Stafford, however,
wants the bill in its originial form. "As it stands,
it's meaningless," he said.

Two acquitted on charges

RICHMOND (AP) — Senate floor action was
assured Thursday on a bill to give new legal protections to those involuntarily commmitted for
mental illness.
The measure was introduced in the 1984 session,
passed the House but was held up for another year
in the Senate Education and Health Committee.
Del. Warren Stambaugh said the bill is needed
for statewide uniformity of involuntary commitments and to protect those who might be
railroaded into mental hospitals without justifica1
tion.
Stambaugh said there are 10,000 involuntary
commitments each year in Virginia with studies
showing that nearly a third are unjustified.
Under the new measure, a magistrate could
issue a detention order for protective; custody for
72 hours, during which a commitment hearing
must he held and a detailed clinical evaluation is
submitted. The person being committed Is
represented by an attorney.
Involuntary commitment could be for no more
than 180 days and only in instances where an individual is determined to be suicidal, a danger to
others or unable to receive propere care in a less
restrictive setting.

Pipeline bill
dies in House

RICHMOND (AP) — The bill that would have
let a coal slurry pipeline be built in Virginia died
Thursday in the House of Delegates.
The bill would have enabled construction of a
pipeline by allowing a public service pipeline company, approved and regulated by the State Corporation Commission, to condemn land along existing utility and highway rights of way.
Opponents used a procedural move after the
62-36 vote against preliminary approval to make
sure the bill held over from last session could not
be considered.

NORFOLK (AP) — A federal court jury Friday
acquitted state Sen. John Joannou and former
Sen. Willard Moody on all counts of mail fraud
and conspiracy in an alleged ticket-fixing scheme.
The alleged scheme involved the use of phony
speedometer calibrations prepared at Sun Motor
Cars Inc., a defunct Portsmouth car dealership
owned by Moody and Clarence G. Mixon.
Phony calibration forms which showed that a
car's speedometer was faulty we're used to beat
speeding tickets in traffic courts, the government
contended.
Defense attorneys argued that Mixon and Joannou were unaware of the scheme and were duped
into using the forms by Mixon/ who was the
government's chief witness.

Community colleges
in danger
RICHMOND (AP) — Virginia has the third
highest community college tuition rate in the
South and is in danger of having its two-year colleges priced "completely out of the market," says
a community college system official.
Billy J. Kittrell, vice chancellor for administrative and fiscal affairs, told the State
Board for Community Colleges on Wednesday
that community college tuition has outpaced inflation the last several years.
Tuition has increased steadily since 1979,
because of inflation and a state financing policy
that requires the state to pay 75.3 percent of community "college tuition and the student the remaining 24.7 percent.

Bier set free
from service
ROANOKE (AP) - Enten Eller, the first person convicted of refusing to sign up under the
5-year-old Selective Service registration law, has
been set free early from two years of alternative
service.
Eller still had six months to serve on his two
years of alternative service that have been spent
with the Evangelical Hospital Association in
Chicago.
The 23-year-old conscientious objector still
refused to register and could be indicted again,
said his lawyer, Roanoke attorney Jonathan
Rogers.

Budget worries may
prevent plans
NEWPORT NEWS (AP) - Worries in Washington
about federal budget deficits almost certainly will
prevent the spending of any money next year on
building an electron accelerator in Newport News, a
paper here reported Sunday.
Accelerator planners don't expect President
Reagan's proposed budget to include the $31 million
they requested to start building the science research
lab, and they said Congress is likely to help out by
amending the budget to include the money, the Daily
Press reported.
The administration's plan isn't complete, but now it
calls for only research money less than $6 million to be
spent on the accelertor in fiscal year 1986, said several
Washington officials.
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Artist's project van eyeful
SALINA, Kan. (AP) - Motorists who spot the
"buffalo crossing" sign near Kenwood Park and then
see what looks like a bison wandering through the park
needn't worry - it's just artist John Blister's "crazy"
project.
Brister, artist-in-residence under a Salina Arts
Commission program, has created what's known as a
zoetrope, which consists of 72 vinyl panels, each
bearing a picture of a buffalo. In front of the pictures is
a series of 5-foot-wide brown panels with 4-inch gaps
which create the illusion of movement as a car passes
Brister hopes the effect wiU be seen "within the
speed limit, but a< little bit extra wouldn't hurt. It
depends on whether you want your buffalo to go fast or
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Check Our Rental Rates...
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Ski Rental/
Repair
•Kostle Skis
•Solomon Step In Bindings w/Brakts
•Ski Accessories (Gtoves.Hots.Sotks.t Goggles)

limit I pec customer
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Goad thru Match 31. 1985
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Telephone 433 1266

•Certified Technicians
•Wox •Sharpen • Tune-up
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J610 E. Market St.
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